Items that are placed in the Provisional & Early Ballot Envelope are:

A. Early Ballots that have been dropped off at the polling place –
They can be in the white affidavit envelope.
They can be in the yellow mailing envelope.
D. Permanent Early Voter List (PEVL)

Public, John Q.
6550 S Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85756
7/4/76
11/3/20
John Q. Public
11/3/20
F. Ann Rodriguez
Pima County Recorder

ADD OR REMOVAL FROM THE PERMANENT EARLY VOTING LIST
AGREGAR OR RETIRAR DE LA LISTA PERMANENTE DE VOTACION TEMPRANA

Please □ ADD □ REMOVE
Por favor □ AGREGUE □ RETIRE

PRINTED NAME/ IMPRIMA SU NOMBRE

7/4/76
DATE OF BIRTH/FECHA DE NACIMIENTO

6550 S Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85756
RESIDENCE ADDRESS/DIRECCION DE DOMICILIO

Same as above
MAILING ADDRESS/DIRECCION DE CORREO

John Q. Public
SIGNATURE/FIRMA

11/3/20
DATE/FECHA

POLL WORKER-PLEASE PUT THIS FORM IN THE BLUE EARLY BALLOT BOX
The green sheet of paper in the Provisional & Early Ballot Envelope is actually an accounting form. Write the total number of each type of ballot you are placing in the envelope on the green sheet.

The Inspector and Judges must write their names ACROSS THE SEAL ONTO THE ENVELOPE

PROVISIONAL & EARLY BALLOTS

VA 010

EAST SOCIAL CENTER
7 S ABREGO DRIVE
AUDITORIUM

DO NOT place anything in this envelope except:

1. FILLED OUT “Add or Remove from the Permanent Early Voting List” pink cards
2. EARLY DROPPED OFF BALLOTS – QUANTITY: 26
3. PROVISIONAL BALLOTS – QUANTITY: 7
4. CONDITIONAL PROVISIONAL BALLOTS – QUANTITY: 1

After the polls have closed:
1. Unseal the Blue Ballot Box and remove all ballots.
2. Count and enter the quantity of each type of ballot.
   (Enter the quantity of both types of Provisional Ballots on the Ballot Report.)
3. SEAL THE ENVELOPE.

Take this envelope to the Receiving Station
Do not put this envelope in the Ballot Box
Once all the Early, Provisional, Conditional Provisional ballots, the pink PEVL slips and the green sheet are in the Provisional & Early Ballot Envelope, you are ready to seal the envelope.

• Fold the Provisional & Early Ballot Envelope and place the seal on the envelope with the arrows on the seal across the zip-lock of the envelope.

• Make sure you do NOT cover up the green paper in the envelope as we need to be able to see the voting area number on the front of the green paper (see next page).

• The Inspector will sign across the seal and onto the envelope. Use the Sharpie pen provided in your supplies.
The Provisional & Early Ballot Envelope is now ready to go to the Receiving Station.